The Emergency Management Academy Mission

Emergency Management protects communities by coordinating and integrating activities necessary to mitigate against, prepare for, respond to and recover from threatened or actual natural disasters, acts of terrorism and other manmade disasters.

The Emergency Management Academy Goal

The goal of the Emergency Management Academy is to provide the basic tools to build, sustain and improve these same capabilities within your agency, department, organization or community.

Course Format

The Emergency Management Academy offers courses in a variety of formats including online, classroom, hands-on experience and seminars.

New Hampshire Homeland Security and Emergency Management

110 Smokey Bear Boulevard (physical)
33 Hazen Drive (mailing)
Concord, NH 03305

Phone: (603) 271-2231
Fax: (603) 223-3609
E-mail: exercisetraining@dos.nh.gov

For Additional Information Please Visit:
http://www.nh.gov/safety/divisions/hsem/emacademy.html
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## Level I
ICS/NIMS/WebEOC Awareness *

- ICS-100.b: Introduction to the Incident Command System
- ICS-200.b: Single Resources and Initial Action Incidents
- IS-288.a: The Role of Voluntary Organizations in Emergency Management
- IS-700.a: National Incident Management System (NIMS), An Introduction
- IS-706: NIMS Intrastate Mutual Aid, An Introduction
- IS-800.b: National Response Framework, An Introduction
- IS-909: Community Preparedness: Implementing Simple Activities for Everyone

### HSEM WebEOC Training
Three (3) Electives

### Level II
Emergency Management Implementation *

- IS-29 or G-289: Public Information Officer Awareness
- IS-42: Social Media in Emergency Management
- IS-546.a: Continuity of Operations Awareness Course
- IS-703.a: NIMS Resource Management
- IS-775 or G-275: Emergency Operations Center (EOC) Management and Operations
- IS-2900: National Disaster Recovery Framework (NDRF) Overview
- G-191: ICS/EOC Interface
Three (3) Electives

## Level III
FEMA Professional Development Series

- IS-120.a: An Introduction to Exercises
- IS-235.c: Emergency Planning
- IS-240.b: Leadership and Influence
- IS-241.b: Decision Making and Problem Solving
- IS-242.b: Effective Communication
- IS-244.b: Developing and Managing Volunteers

### Level IV
Hands On EOC Leadership

- IS-130: Exercise Evaluation and Improvement Planning
- IS-559: Local Damage Assessment
- HSEEP or G-319: Exercise Design: Writing and Running Exercises

**Participate as a Player in a Tabletop, Functional or Full Scale Exercise **

**Participate in Evaluating or Controlling a Tabletop, Functional or Full Scale Exercise **

**Plan, Write and Facilitate a Tabletop, Functional or Full Scale Exercise with After Action Report & Improvement Plan **

Three (3) Electives

### Electives

- AWR 160: WMD Awareness
- IS-3: Radiological Emergency Management
- IS-201: Forms Used for the Development of the Incident Action Plan
- IS-212.b: Introduction to Unified Hazard Mitigation Assistance (HMA)
- IS-301: Radiological Emergency Response
- IS-393.a: Introduction to Hazard Mitigation
- IS-405: Overview of Mass Care/Emergency Assistance
- IS-547.a: Introduction to Continuity of Operations
- IS-634: Introduction to FEMA’s Public Assistance Program
- IS-908: Emergency Management for Senior Officials
- REP 101: Introduction to Radiological Emergency Preparedness in New Hampshire
- Weather 101: An Introduction to the Weather Systems New Hampshire Experiences
- EMD Roles, Regulations, Resources and Responsibilities
- Introduction to Weather Resources
- N.H. Homeland Security & Emergency Management Exercise Controller/Evaluator

See website for additional Electives

---

**Bolded** courses are only offered in person at this time.

* If not moving on to Level II, we recommend you substitute the following courses as your electives:
  - IS-120.a An Introduction to Exercises
  - IS-235 Emergency Planning

**Benchmarks/extent of involvement to be determined by N.H. Homeland Security &**